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The life of the legendary Chicago “Black Sox” outfielder is told in a “haunting portrait of one of

the game’s most controversial and complex figures” (David Nemec, author of The Great

Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century Major League Baseball). Considered by Ty Cobb as “the

finest natural hitter in the history of the game,” “Shoeless Joe” Jackson is ranked with the

greatest players to ever step onto a baseball diamond. With his awesome talent for every

aspect of baseball, the man from Pickens County, South Carolina, was destined to become

one of the greatest players in the sport’s history . . . until the “Black Sox” scandal of 1919, in

which Jackson and his teammates were accused of taking money to throw the World

Series. And while many have sympathized with Jackson’s ban from baseball, not much is truly

known about the quiet slugger. Whether he participated in the throwing of the World Series or

not, he is still considered one of the game’s best, and many have fought for his induction into

the National Baseball Hall of Fame. This “engaging biography of a different era in Chicago

baseball history” tells the story of the incredible life of Joseph Jefferson Jackson (Illinois

Times). Following his journey from a mill boy to a baseball icon, author Tim Hornbaker depicts

the rise and fall of “Shoeless Joe,” offering an insider’s view of baseball’s Deadball Era—

including Jackson’s personal thoughts on the “Black Sox” scandal, which has never been

covered before.

"Fall from Grace: The Truth and Tragedy of “Shoeless Joe” Jackson helps flesh out that portrait

and add context to the actions of a player who was banned from baseball for life for his part in

the scheme. . . . Hornbaker patiently presents the evidence and invites the reader to become

the jury.— Paul Hagen, MLB.com"Hornbaker breathes fresh life into the character and

motivations of baseball legend Shoeless Joe Jackson in detailing his tragic plunge from

stardom to infamy for his ambiguous role in fixing the 1919 World Series. His haunting portrait

of one of the game’s most controversial and complex figures also provides a balanced and

insightful addition to the everlasting reexaminations of the greatest scandal in the game’s long

history."— David Nemec, novelist, baseball historian, and author of The Great Encyclopedia of

Nineteenth Century Major League Baseball, The Beer and Whiskey League, and Major

League Baseball Profiles: 1871–1900“Tim Hornbaker has written an engaging biography of a

different era in Chicago baseball history. Fall from Grace is a delight. It is an anecdote-rich

story reminding us repeatedly of what we have come to love about baseball. After reading this

thoughtful and informative biography, readers may take a somewhat more charitable view of

Shoeless Joe Jackson.”— Stuart Shiffman, Illinois Times"Fall from Grace: The Truth and

Tragedy of “Shoeless Joe” Jackson helps flesh out that portrait and add context to the actions

of a player who was banned from baseball for life for his part in the scheme. . . . Hornbaker

patiently presents the evidence and invites the reader to become the jury.— Paul Hagen,

MLB.com"Hornbaker breathes fresh life into the character and motivations of baseball legend

Shoeless Joe Jackson in detailing his tragic plunge from stardom to infamy for his ambiguous

role in fixing the 1919 World Series. His haunting portrait of one of the game’s most

controversial and complex figures also provides a balanced and insightful addition to the

everlasting reexaminations of the greatest scandal in the game’s long history."— David Nemec,

novelist, baseball historian, and author of The Great Encyclopedia of Nineteenth Century Major

League Baseball, The Beer and Whiskey League, and Major League Baseball Profiles: 1871–



1900“Tim Hornbaker has written an engaging biography of a different era in Chicago baseball

history. Fall from Grace is a delight. It is an anecdote-rich story reminding us repeatedly of what

we have come to love about baseball. After reading this thoughtful and informative biography,

readers may take a somewhat more charitable view of Shoeless Joe Jackson.”— Stuart

Shiffman, Illinois TimesFrom the AuthorTim Hornbaker is a lifelong sports historian and

enthusiast. His books Turning the Black Sox White: The Misunderstood Legacy of Charles A.

Comiskey and War on the Basepaths: The Definitive Biography of Ty Cobb were received with

critical acclaim. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorTim

Hornbaker is a lifelong sports historian and enthusiast. His books Turning the Black Sox White:

The Misunderstood Legacy of Charles A. Comiskey and War on the Basepaths: The Definitive

Biography of Ty Cobb were received with critical acclaim. He lives in Tamarac, Florida. --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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make a hero.Throughout the history of sports, legends have been born as a result of

extraordinary performances by remarkable athletes. In more than a century of Major League

Baseball, there are an untold number of time honored moments; occasions in which records

were set, championships were won, and heroic feats were performed by individual players,

forever establishing their immortality. These defining moments are rare, making them even

more special, and the unexpected triumph of a player and team were cherished by fans for

their exclusivity. For those at Comiskey Park on the South Side of Chicago on July 4, 1916,

such a moment arose in the ninth inning of an emotional game against the St. Louis

Browns.Independence Day was always a big drawing event, and families from throughout the

city traveled to the stadium to enjoy the national pastime. This year was no different. An

estimated 25,000 people jammed the park, and the local crowd wanted to see the White Sox

win the second game of a doubleheader after losing the morning affair, 2–1. Headed into the

contest, no one could’ve predicted how remarkable this event was going to be. In fact, the

game was going to be so overwhelmingly special that a superstar was about to become a

legend right before their eyes.Things were going well for the home team until the top of the

ninth, when the Browns produced two runs, leaving the Sox in a hole headed into the bottom of

the inning. Eddie Collins, the faithful second baseman, started a last ditch rally by singling his

way on base. He was succeeded in the lineup by slugger Joe Jackson of South Carolina, then

in his sixth full big-league season. Acknowledged for having one of the most distinctive

nicknames of the Deadball Era—or any era for that matter—“Shoeless Joe” was an enigma in

many respects. Naturally gifted, he didn’t play the game with science but rather with an innate

flair that differed from his contemporaries. He was known for denting outfield walls with his

powerful drives, and extra base hits were commonplace for Jackson. Joe was popular in



Chicago, but since joining the Sox in August 1915, had yet to live up to the hype in the minds of

some critics.At bat against the Browns in the ninth, Joe readied himself in the batter’s box and

waited patiently. His opponent on the mound, Bob Groom, was a tall and imposing right-

hander, but to Jackson every pitcher looked the same. He didn’t care who was out there, nor

did he anticipate any specific pitch.Groom’s offering looked right, and Joe gave the fans what

they were hoping for: a tremendous blast to deep right-center. The ball landed safely and

Jackson rounded the bases with all of his immense might. He had one thought in mind: scoring.

That meant he was going to ignore the halt sign given by manager “Pants” Rowland at third

base. But Rowland could see what Jackson couldn’t, and knew the ball was already back in the

infield. He knew a play at the plate was going to be too close to let him go. Jackson didn’t seem

to care one way or another.The Browns’ catcher, Hank Severeid, was an experienced man and

could certainly hold his own. He eyed the throw and planted himself for a collision while at the

same time preparing to make the tag. Jackson was blinded by his determination. The fact that

a 6-foot, 175-pound backstop was standing in front of the plate did not deter him for a second.

Moments later the inevitable occurred, and Jackson made impact. Home plate umpire Billy

Evans saw the ball beat the runner and called Joe out, but reversed his decision after seeing

the ball fall free from Severeid’s control. The latter had dropped it, and Jackson was safe. Since

Collins had scored as well, the game was now tied and the holiday crowd erupted into an

immense roar.Notably, Jackson was unaware of his safe status when Evans made his call. The

reason was because he smashed the back of his head on the ground during the forceful slide,

and nearly knocked himself unconscious. Within seconds of realizing what was transpiring

before them, spectators collectively hushed, acknowledging what apparently was a serious

injury to Jackson. A handful of minutes passed—which probably seemed like an eternity—

before he was helped to his feet. Again, the crowd responded audibly, grateful that Joe wasn’t

badly hurt. His teammates tried to allow him to walk on his own, but Jackson fell to the ground

en route to the dugout and was quickly carried off the field. He received immediate treatment,

including icepacks, and recovered enough to return to the outfield the next inning. It was an

amazing display of courage which wasn’t lost on the humongous throng of fans.The Sox would

go on to win the game, 7–6, in 13 innings. Sportswriters covering the action were all too ready

to lionize Jackson, and relayed vivid accounts to readers the following day. “If it had been a

hero play staged for the movies, it couldn’t have been arranged better,” declared James

Crusinberry in the Chicago Daily Tribune. He added: “Never before [was there] a greater hero

at Comiskey Park.”1 Irving Vaughan explained in the Chicago Examiner that the luminary, who

spearheaded a Sox victory, received “the greatest applause ever given a player on the South

Side lot.” Vaughan was sure the player’s clutch hit would be “a long time remembered.”2

However, nearly 100 years later, the significance of the game has been lost in the annals of

baseball history. But for the man known as “Shoeless Joe” Jackson, it was a defining moment

in a turbulent career.Headed into the 1916 season, sportswriters and fans alike were

concerned about Jackson’s ability to meet expectations. His career statistics were in decline,

and his days of challenging for the league batting championship were a thing of the past. To

make matters worse, Joe failed to provide the spark needed for the Sox to win the 1915

pennant, and rumors circulated about a possible trade after the season. The questions about

his ability, health, and overall attitude were discouraging to Jackson, but he knew deep down

the need to come into his own while wearing a Chicago uniform. He had to demonstrate that he

was all-in, and deeply committed to the franchise. Independence Day 1916 allowed him to do

just that, and the fans decided that he was one of them. He was a big-hearted warrior on the

diamond and his actions earned him a mountain of respect from an eternally loyal group of



enthusiasts. And, in effect, his legend in Chicago was born.Over the years Joe Jackson took on

a mythical nature, and a number of mainstream factors played a role. Some of it was indeed

legitimate, while other aspects were moderately fabricated to create a sellable product,

whether it was a book or film. But Jackson didn’t need any additional color to be an interesting

story. His rise from a small mill community to the pinnacle of baseball was fascinating, and his

accomplishments spoke for themselves. His .408 batting average as a rookie in 1911 is a

record that remains to this day. Everything from his personal quirks to his sense of humor and

the way he interacted with spectators made him a one-of-a-kind ballplayer. His popularity was

genuine because of his natural charisma and the image he portrayed to the public. And for that

reason, nothing needs to be manufactured to produce a true representation of Joe Jackson. He

lived an incredible life.F. C. Lane of Baseball Magazine described Jackson as having a “clean

cut face and dark, curly hair,” in a 1916 article, and mentioned that he was “a striking figure in

any company.”3 In many ways, he was a typical American ballplayer, possessing the physical

characteristics of a professional athlete. He was better than his size, with proportioned muscles

and extraordinary strength. Gifted with long arms, which accentuated his abilities at the plate,

Joe was able to make contact with pitches far outside the box. And if the ball looked good to

him, he’d often reach out and give it a wallop. There was no specific discipline behind his

efforts, just a natural gift. His piercing dark eyes saw the ball in all its clarity, and with

tremendous hand-eye coordination he rarely had trouble meeting a pitch with perfect timing,

speed, and strength. As a result, he exemplified the prototype of a baseball slugger.Limited by

personal weaknesses—particularly a lack of formal education—Jackson was strong-willed, but

easily susceptible to the smooth talking of others. Throughout his life he was ensnared by

crafty manipulators, and usually his wife Katie was the voice of reason. But there were times

when Katie was not around, or when Jackson’s own eccentricities took over. In the case of the

1919 World Series scandal, Joe found himself embroiled in a situation way over his head.

Although he had options, he made the best decisions he could and, in the end, paid the price

for what transpired. The entire story remains haunting to a certain degree, and the truth behind

Jackson’s exact involvement is shrouded by an overwhelming number of contradictory

versions. These inconsistencies hurt Jackson in his attempts to clear his name during his

lifetime and impeded advocates in much the same way since his death in 1951.Of course, the

situation damaged the reputation of Jackson and cast him from the good graces of baseball,

but “Shoeless Joe” still remains a clear-cut enigma of the game from any history perspective.

The absence of his name on a plaque on the walls of Cooperstown at the National Baseball

Hall of Fame is evidence of Jackson’s cataclysmic fall from the plateaus of the national

pastime. Regardless of what happened at the 1919 Series and in its aftermath, Joe was the

true embodiment of a baseball idol prior to that horrendous episode. The vivid memories of his

powerful drives, his never-ending chase of Ty Cobb and the batting championship, and the way

he naturally smiled during the course of a ballgame made him an inspiration to the young and

old. These facts made his eventual banishment hurt all the more. There are many layers to

Jackson’s story, including insight into his perspective and motivations, and it is only when these

aspects are digested that the real “Shoeless Joe” is revealed. And the real story is better than

fiction.“SHOELESS JOE”Toward the end of the twentieth century, the rapid rise of textile mills

in Upstate South Carolina was a blessing to an untold number of impoverished families. The

flourishing market opened the door to scores of localized facilities, offering full-time work to

people in need of stable incomes. These venues not only provided housing in communities

built for its employees, but offered educational opportunities, churches, and organized sports.

To a degree, life in these areas revolved around the mill and the people were connected by a



palpable sense of kinship. For newcomers to these budding districts, there was high optimism;

and for the parents of small children, it was understood that once their kids progressed to a

certain age, they too would be welcome to a job. The additional income derived by children

was necessary for numerous struggling households.George D. Elmore Jackson was a product

of South Carolina, a first generation American born in 1856, and a man who was ever hopeful

about the benefits of life in the thriving textile industry. He was one of fourteen children reared

by James Samuel and Jane Littlefield Jackson, and spent his earliest years in Union County,

just east of Greenville and Spartanburg, the two largest cities in the region. With the Civil War

on the horizon, the Jackson family was fortunately outside the maximum and minimum age

limits for conscription in the Confederate Army. James, who was also foreign born (originally

from Liverpool, Lancashire, England), was over fifty years old when the conflict broke out.1 His

oldest son, William, was but sixteen in 1861, and it is not known if the latter entered the army

once he met the age requirement. Nevertheless, the Jacksons were undoubtedly affected by

the war in more ways than one and, as prideful members of the state, helped in the

rebuilding.During the 1880s, George met Martha Ann Jenkinson of Gantt, South Carolina,

which was just outside Greenville, and the two were later married.2 The couple settled in the

small town of Easley—an unincorporated part of nearby Pickens County—with less than 500

residents.3 On July 16, 1887, Martha gave birth to their first child, Joseph Jefferson Wofford

Jackson. A unique fact about the future “Shoeless Joe” is that researchers have struggled with

his year of birth throughout history, insisting it was either 1887 or 1888. The normal answer to

such a question would rest in the reliability of a birth certificate, but since those weren’t

required in South Carolina until 1915, it is ruled out. However, the usually dependable World

War I Draft Registration documents on file with the National Archives and Records

Administration indicate that he was born in 1887. Conversely, several books and articles claim

it was the year following. But, oddly, his South Carolina Certificate of Death goes one better,

and states that Joe was born in 1889.4There is endless exceptionality to the story of Joe

Jackson, and with that in mind it is not surprising that his year of birth and his legal name are

both subjects of dispute. Again, without a birth certificate to put an exclamation point on the

matter, historians have had to rely on all available documentation. Per those sources, his

middle names of “Jefferson Wofford” are generally acknowledged as fact. This would be

completely satisfactory if it wasn’t complicated by Joe himself in a 1912 interview with J. A.

Fitzgerald. The reporter asked him what his full name was, and Jackson replied: “Joseph

Walker Jackson, but don’t print the Walker part, will you? Say, I’ve got nothing against Walker,

but I like plain ‘Joe’ better. Joseph Walker Jackson has a kind of one legged sound.”5 Was it a

miscommunication or misinterpretation of his Southern style of speech? It might have been,

but four months before his conversation with Fitzgerald, Joe was asked the same question by a

different journalist. His answer was again, “Joseph Walker Jackson.”6Historian Joe Thompson

revealed in his book Growing Up with “Shoeless Joe” that “Jefferson Walker” was a nickname

Joe had received in his youth.7 It is altogether likely Jackson was just recalling the moniker

given to him by his brother Dave when talking to reporters in 1912, but it confuses the situation

nonetheless.Unsurprisingly, that is not all. In his conversation with Fitzgerald, Joe was asked

how many people were in his immediate family. The reporter claimed Jackson used his fingers

to count, and came up with eleven: seven boys, two girls, and his parents.8 In 1924, during a

legal proceeding, Joe’s lawyer Raymond J. Cannon spent a little time discussing Jackson’s

history before a jury, and ran through important points of note. During the statement, Cannon

claimed Joe was “one of fifteen children,” according to the Milwaukee Evening Sentinel—six

more than the Jacksons really had.9 This was an obvious mistake, but served to distort



Jackson’s biography for anyone who was paying attention.As Jackson noted, his parents

George and Martha gave birth to nine children. Joe was followed by Lula, Dave, Lee Earl,

Ernest, Jerry, Luther, and Gertrude (one brother’s name not confirmed).10 The family relocated

from Easely to Pelzer by the mid-1890s, and his father got work at a local mill. News of a

promising opportunity on the Western border of Greenville in 1901 caused the Jacksons to

move once again, this time settling outside the Brandon Mills textile complex.11 Their home,

on Furman Street, was actually part of the newly developing Brandon Village, an area primed

for expansion. Several hundred employees were hired, and Joe Jackson, then fourteen years

old, was one of them. Joe was no stranger to the mill culture, as he had toiled at the Pelzer

facility since before he was a teenager.12 Even at that age, he was called upon by his parents

to help generate an income, and things weren’t any different at Brandon Mills. In fact, for many

families, it was the children’s duty to step up and contribute financially.Schooling was simply

not a priority. As a result, Joe neglected learning the basic fundamentals of life: reading and

writing. Since he was the oldest boy of the family, he assumed much of the workload and did

so without complaint. And like his father, who was also illiterate, he would rely on his physical

attributes to a greater extent than his mind.13 Although Joe would miss taking advantage of

pivotal lessons during his formative years, the younger Jackson siblings enrolled in the two-

story Brandon Mills School and obtained a proper education. Rather than being caught up in

scholarly affairs, Joe was putting in 12-hour days at the plant and earning upwards of $1.25

per shift.14 With the mill swelling from 10,000 cotton spindles to over 40,000 in only a few

years, there was plenty of labor to go around, and Joe was a diligent employee in an often

hazardous environment. The Brandon facility would be his workplace for six years.The

Jacksons were a determined and close-knit family. Martha referred to her eldest as “Her Joe,”

and each of the siblings were firmly dedicated to the chores of their homestead. George was

known for being obstinate at times, and after a difference in opinion with management walked

away from the mill to do a little farming, in addition to work as a butcher during the 1900s.15

Joe was a dutiful son and just as supportive in his father’s butcher shop as he was in the mill

as a youngster. He chopped meat, drove the wagon, and did whatever was asked of him.

Again, these efforts were at the expense of any education. But Joe plugged along and, as he

got older, the expectations for him to take on a heavier responsibility for the family’s financial

intake grew. It was his birthright to meet the obligation as his father aged.Around 1902, when

Jackson was fifteen, he became preoccupied by baseball—not only as an amusement, but as

a way to supplement his income.16 His initial foray into the sport was as a member of the

Brandon Mills squad, and the competition among the textile firms in the region was robust.

Saturday afternoons were prime time for the contests, and Joe was thrust into the spotlight for

the first time in his life. He began his semi-pro career as a catcher, but quickly found he wasn’t

right for the position. Martha later explained: “Joe has a scar on his forehead that he got in

those early days. He was catching behind the plate and a great burly mill hand was pitching to

him. He threw one so swift and strong that Joe didn’t have strength enough to stop it. So it

forced his hands back, drove into his mask, and dented the mask into his forehead, leaving a

deep cut. That was how he got that scar.”17The outfield was a more suitable location, and

Jackson’s speed and throwing power was a great asset to any team. At the plate, hitting came

naturally, and he attributed a lot of it to his excellent eyesight.18 His instincts kicked in on the

field, over and above any pregame coaching, and it wasn’t long before he was the standout

figure, even against older opponents. Of course, his mother and siblings were enthusiastic, and

his brothers were itching to follow his footsteps onto the diamond. But his father wasn’t

pleased. He disliked the idea of playing ball for money, but Joe wasn’t going to be swayed.19



He enjoyed the sport and really liked making the extra cash. He might not have been able to

see baseball as a pathway to future endeavors at the time, but that possibility was quickly

coming into focus.By eighteen years of age Joe was starting to see the bigger picture and

decided he’d had enough of the mill life. He quit his job and joined the Greenville Grangers, a

local semipro ballclub. With the addition of Jackson, the Grangers started to build up quite the

reputation. In one season, they reportedly won 30-straight contests, an astounding

feat.20Jackson was making great progress as an athlete but, like his father, he was a little

mulish and occasionally things got rowdy, even violent. According to a story told in the

Pittsburgh Daily Post, Joe was spiked by an opposing collegian during one game of note and

took great offense to the player’s actions. Jackson allegedly removed his spiked shoe and, in

revenge, hit the man with it, stunning onlookers. The report claimed the latter “bore some

resemblance to a hamburger steak” afterwards.21 As could be expected, the competitiveness

was heated on the baseball circuit, but Joe obviously had a lot of growing up to do.In terms of

his playing abilities, Jackson was much more confident in himself. He soon left Greenville to do

a little touring away from home with an independent squad, but often returned to assist his

parents. The venture was a big source of discovery for Jackson, and in his travels to various

cities met different types of people while gaining a slew of new experiences. At Mobile,

Alabama, his teammates decided to purchase him his first pair of trousers—deciding he’d

outgrown the knickers he’d been wearing with regularity—and Joe later recalled, “I sure

thought I was some man that night.”22 Jackson was also attached to a Greenville-area team

known as the “Near Leaguers,” managed by twenty-five-year-old Laurens “Lolly” Gray, a well-

known local player. But Gray had to promise Joe’s father 75 cents for each day the younger

Jackson was away playing ball to secure his services. It was worth it to Gray. “We needed him

for his hitting,” he explained. “And there was always a place to use a man who could hit as Joe

did.”23The “Near-Leaguers” were a talented bunch, supported by the able pitching of Logan

Ferguson. Ferguson grew up about a mile east of Brandon Mills, and was from a large family.

Several of his brothers were involved in the woodworking industry.24 His eldest sibling, Charles

Cline Ferguson, as a favor to young Jackson, carved out a sizable 36-inch, 48-ounce bat

reportedly dyed black with tobacco juice. Jackson prized the bat, naming it “Black Betsy,” and it

became the predominant weapon in his baseball arsenal. Years later, Jackson recalled that

Captain Wesley Fletcher Martin of the Greenville Street Car system had actually delivered the

bat to him, perhaps en route to a local game.25 Joe long remembered the combination of

Ferguson’s handiwork and Martin’s kindly act, and from there the legend of “Black Betsy” was

born.26In 1907, Jackson was hired by the Victor Mills textile firm in Greer, South Carolina, and

was making several dollars per game.27 It was during this time frame that Joe received his first

big break. “I found Joe Jackson in the fall of 1907,” explained Tommy Stouch, who is credited

with “discovering” the slugger for Organized Baseball. “After our season in the South Carolina

league was over, I organized a team and played five games against the Greer team. I had

heard of Jackson’s wonderful hitting so I engaged Billy Laval, a good left-handed pitcher, to

pitch in an effort to check this terrific swatting. It did not.” In fact, Joe managed to hit every trick

pitch Laval threw. Impressed to say the least, Stouch didn’t hesitate and asked Jackson to join

his Class D Carolina Association franchise, a professional club known as the Greenville

Spinners. Joe was receptive, and asked for $60 a month in salary. Stouch did him one better,

offering $75, and Jackson replied: “I’ll play my head off for that.”28In Stouch and Laval, Jackson

gained two pivotal mentors. Both men were college coaches at various times and had

extensive experience working with young ballplayers. They were able to impart precious

information to Joe; concentrating on his weaknesses in running the bases, judging fly-balls,



and approaching the plate with a more scientific mind-set. The lessons began as soon as Joe

reported to the Spinners in mid-April 1908, and of the many athletes in contention for outfield

spots, Jackson’s spot was pretty secure. Stouch liked Jackson immediately, seeing his raw

potential. But, interestingly, the Greenville press didn’t know much about the young player, and,

in one report, stated he was from Greer instead of Brandon Mills.29 That caused one irritated

enthusiast from the latter village to write the Greenville Daily News and set him straight. A few

days later, the sports editor apologized and said it was “pure ignorance” on their part.30But it

didn’t take long for local reporters to learn about Jackson, and soon they were liberally

complimenting his play. Ultimately, they’d broaden the assertion that he was from suburban

Brandon Mills, and deem him Greenville’s hometown idol, essentially adopting Joe as their

own. During a preseason exhibition against Wake Forest College on April 25, 1908, Stouch

ushered Joe into the pitcher’s box. Jackson displayed a good fastball and control in a 4–0

victory, striking out eight on only four hits.31 It wouldn’t be the last time Stouch went to Joe to

pitch, but when the season commenced on April 30, Joe was starting in center field and batting

third in the lineup. Producing two doubles and a triple in five at-bats, Jackson performed

remarkably in his Organized Baseball debut. A journalist covering the game also asserted that

Joe snared a difficult catch “that made the fans want to stand on their heads.”32Within the first

few weeks of the season, Jackson’s notoriety with the public had grown to the point that he was

already one of the most popular players on the team. He was consistent at the plate, often

achieved more than one hit a game, and was a prime reason Greenville jumped into first place.

The season wasn’t even a month old when it was revealed that two American League scouts

were already observing his work, considering his big-league potential.33 Joe’s play warranted

it, and out-of-town newspapers were picking up stories about his remarkable abilities. Amidst

the colorful anecdotes about Jackson were tales of his supposed shoeless ball-playing and, of

course, sportswriters loved the yarn. They encouraged and nurtured the nickname “Shoeless”

until it was a natural part of the baseball lexicon. According to lore, it was first affixed to

Jackson by Carter “Scoop” Latimer, a Greenville reporter, but since the latter was a young

teenager in 1908, it is rather implausible. Nevertheless, through the years, Latimer and his

journalistic brethren took the name and ran with it, creating a plethora of origin stories in the

process.The tales were creative and amusing, and differed ever so slightly depending on the

author. But overall the theme was similar, claiming that he either hated shoes or couldn’t afford

them because of his impoverished status. Neither, in fact, was true. Jackson himself explained

what happened:I was playing in Anderson, South Carolina, one day and it happened that I

played the day before in a new pair of baseball shoes. You know how ill-fitting shoes will act at

times. Well, this pair simply raised the biggest blister you can imagine on each heel. So when I

put on the shoes for the Anderson game I found I could hardly walk with them on, much less

play ball. So the only thing for me to do was to take ’em off or die standing up—so I just

naturally took ’em off and played ball in my stocking feet. Some fan in the bleachers with a

megaphone voice spied my twinkling toes and shouted with all his might: “Oh, you shoeless

wonder!” I guess every baseball fan in the country heard him, for I have been called that ever

since.34During a lopsided game against Anderson on June 4, 1908, Stouch again called Joe

to the mound to silence the active bats of their opponents. Jackson was successful, but

Greenville couldn’t overcome the deficit and lost 15–4. At one point, however, an errant pitch by

Jackson broke the arm of Anderson’s third baseman Lee Meyers, and eventually prompted him

to give up his pitching aspirations. The Greenville Daily News commented that “No one

[regretted the accident] more than Joe Jackson.”35 Despite their talent, the Spinners began

giving up ground in the pennant fight near the end of June, and Spartanburg started to close in.



Jackson went through several brief slumps and early in July broke his favorite bat, leaving him

in search of a replacement.36 When he did have a first-class piece of timber at the plate, there

was no telling how far one of his blasts could go. And for each home run he hit, team president

Albert James gave him a $5 bonus. Joe collected a good sum of money by season’s end.While

his personal life remained out of the press, it is evident that the twenty-one-year-old Jackson

was developing a serious relationship with Katherine “Katie” Wynn, the fifteen-year-old

daughter of Charles and Alice Phillips Wynn in 1908. The Wynns were a working-class family

from the resort community of Chick Springs, northeast of downtown Greenville. Joe and Katie

were lost in love, and although the details of their courtship have been lost to history, they

didn’t wait long to wed. At 4:30 on the afternoon of July 19, 1908, they were married before

Reverend Wesley B. Justus.37 Jackson was back in uniform the next day, going 2-for-3 in a

victory over Winston-Salem. All things considered, this was a tremendously exciting time in his

life. Between his marriage, baseball success, and the rumors circulating about possible big

paydays in the major leagues, Joe was riding an immense high.Minor league clubs in Atlanta

and Memphis both had an opportunity to purchase Jackson, and Hugh Jennings of the Detroit

Tigers was also interested.38 Connie Mack, manager of the Philadelphia Athletics, had

received input about the youngster from at least four sources and was prepared to make a

move to obtain him. “Socks” Seybold, Ossee Schrecongost, Sam Kennedy, and Al Maul had

each done scouting work for Mack in the South that summer, and watched Joe perform for

Greenville.39 Their recommendations, plus the need for Mack to fill an outfield spot, compelled

the latter to invest $900 in Jackson and another $600 for Scotty Barr.40 The purchase was

elevating Joe to the big leagues, and there was a certain amount of elation—though some

apprehension as well. He’d never been to the big cities of the North and didn’t know anyone up

there. He was newly married and the thought of leaving his bride behind to pursue a career in

baseball wasn’t something he’d come to grips with.Jackson was to finish out the season with

Greenville, then report to Connie Mack. In the meantime, he needed to resolve any internal

questions about his baseball future and decide if relocating to Philadelphia was something he

cared to do. Ironically, the battle for first place in the league was boiling down to the final

games, and a close play at the plate involving Jackson against Greensboro initiated a protest,

which held up naming a pennant winner.41 The season closed in a cloud of confusion, and the

time was quickly arriving for Joe to make a decision. Still hesitant, he agreed to venture

northward as long as manager Tommy Stouch went with him as a guide. They boarded a train

for Philadelphia on August 21, but the next day, instead of arriving in the “City of Brotherly

Love,” Jackson was back in Greenville, much to the angst of Stouch, Mack, and everyone else

who had supported Joe along the way.42Anxious, overwhelmed, and unwilling to leave home,

Jackson was apparently resolved to remain on the outskirts of Major League Baseball. He

didn’t understand that refusing to report was a one-way ticket to a suspension from all of

Organized Baseball. A few days later, after some prodding by Athletics ambassador “Socks”

Seybold, Joe again got on a train and successfully made it to Philadelphia. On August 25,

1908, he performed in his inaugural big-league game against Cleveland, and scored a run in

his first at-bat with a single to left field. A writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer stated that Joe

carried himself “both at the bat and in the field with the air of a veteran,” and onlookers were

convinced that he possessed the necessary tools to play at that level.43 It was all good news

and the Philadelphia press featured lengthy pieces on the new outfielder, relishing in his

acquisition.Everyone but Jackson was happy. His assimilation didn’t come easy, and his

teammates—many of whom were older, well-traveled Northerners—kidded and joshed the

South Carolinian, much like they did any other rookie. It was simple hazing, but for the



immature, emotional Jackson, he didn’t want to be involved. On August 28, Joe found himself

back in Greenville again, this time having left Philadelphia with Mack’s permission on a four-

day pass to tend to a sick uncle.44 Needless to say, the four days came and went, and

Jackson remained home. It was more than a week before he returned to Philly, and Mack

immediately inserted Joe into the lineup on September 8 and 9, and for a doubleheader on the

11th.45 Altogether, in his five big-league games, Joe went 3-for-23 and had a .130 batting

average, considerably lower than his league leading .346 in the Carolina Association. For

Jackson, those five games were enough.By September 14, he was back home in Greenville

and his mind was made up. He was done with Philadelphia, a city he despised, and wanted no

part of Major League Baseball.It was later revealed that homesickness was the true reason

behind his actions.46 But, at the time, he was lambasted by critics for his unruly disposition,

know-it-all attitude, and lack of overall discipline. It is interesting to note that Mack tried to alter

Jackson’s batting style during his stay in Philadelphia, even hiding his black bats on him in an

effort to break his old habits.47 Nobody realized it at the time, but adjusting Joe’s natural

methods might have crippled his game for life. Thankfully, for his own sake, Joe possessed the

old Jackson stubbornness and nixed that idea. Of course, since his departure wasn’t approved

by management, Mack suspended him and sent a notice to the Greenville ballclub, informing

them of Jackson’s blacklisting, which was recognized across Organized Baseball.48A good-

hearted soul, Connie Mack didn’t want the irresponsibility of a young player to destroy his

entire future, and he gave Jackson another chance. Early in January 1909, Joe responded

positively to the gesture, signing his Philadelphia contract with a letter pledging to “be good” in

the new season.49 Obviously having taken the holidays to think things over, Jackson was

reconciled with the potential of his major league opportunity. Playing ball for thousands of

dollars a year instead of less than a hundred a month was life-changing money for his family in

Greenville, and, he reported to Philadelphia’s spring training camp at New Orleans in March.

He was motivated to perform well and stood out among fellow second-stringers and rookies on

the Yannigan squad during exhibitions.Jackson was reportedly pegged for a regular spot on the

Athletics, but a strange episode at the Philadelphia train station altered the course of history.

As the tale went, Joe was engaged in a private conversation with Scotty Barr, his ex-Greenville

teammate, and griped a bit about the City of Philadelphia, keeping in tune with his previously

established sullenness. He mentioned that he’d rather be tied to a tin can headed out of town

than remain a moment longer. Connie Mack just so happened to be within earshot of Joe and

heard his unenthusiastic remarks. He was less than pleased, and decided Jackson needed

another season of experience and maturity in the minors.50 Within a short time, Joe was sent

to Savannah, Georgia, to play with a South Atlantic League franchise managed by Mack’s

friend, Bob Gilks.51The demotion was handled surprisingly well. Savannah was a little over

250 miles from Greenville, and Joe liked the city immensely. Gilks, a forty-four-year-old

baseball veteran, possessed a great mind for the game and was another significant mentor for

Jackson. But despite competent leadership and a slugger like Jackson in the lineup, the

Savannah Indians were a mediocre club and fell to the bottom of the eight-team Sally League

before the end of April 1909. The team faced a number of crucial injuries and Gilks needed

replacements to maintain any hope of competitiveness. Jackson, much like his time in the

Carolina Association, darted right to the top of league in batting and his steadiness against all

types of pitchers made him a dangerous hitter in any situation. His central deficiency at the

plate was making contact with low balls and, with plenty of work, he strengthened this

weakness measurably during his time in Savannah.52On May 12, Savannah was on the road

facing the first-place Chattanooga Lookouts, a club undefeated at home. Headed into the ninth



inning, the score favored the latter, 3–2, but Red Murch singled his way on base and Jackson

followed with a towering home run over the left-field fence. The Indians held its lead and won a

satisfying 4–3 victory.53 But by May 25, they’d established an embarrassing 8–23 record, while

Chattanooga was exactly the opposite at 23–8. Gilks resigned that same week and was

replaced by outfielder Ernie Howard. Jackson’s individual numbers were more than impressive,

and he was up over .400 for parts of May. At Macon on June 10, he again homered en route to

a 3–1 victory, and a local writer, in commenting on the intensity of the blast, wrote: “We

honestly believe that ball is traveling yet. It’s sad but true.”54 With several new additions to the

roster and good pitching by future major leaguer Al Demaree, Savannah fought its way out of

the basement and settled into fourth place.Sally League directors called a halt to the first half

of the 1909 season on July 3, and kicked off the second half a short time later.55

Jackson’s .342 average in 64 games was way out in front of his contemporaries and his .965

fielding percentage was a stark improvement over the .931 he established in 1908. In dealing

with his routine mastery, witty sportswriters in circuit towns liked to formalize his first name in

their columns, calling him “Josiah,” “Josephus,” and other variations. They even touted him as a

“villain” at times, emphasizing the damage he was single-handedly doing to their hometown

clubs. But when Joe was good, these pundits couldn’t help but compliment him. After one

particularly good showing, a Columbus journalist declared: “[A] feature was the home run by

Jackson, the brilliant right-fielder of the Indians. He is, without a doubt, the star of the

Savannah team, and his work in right-field has been little short of marvelous.”56The Indians

started the second half slowly, again dropping to the tail end of the league before staging a

comeback. They achieved third place by early August, situated behind Augusta and

Chattanooga, and were continuing to advance up the leaderboard. In the American League,

Connie Mack’s Philadelphia Athletics were engaged in a similarly heated pennant race, and

were trying to gain an advantage over the Detroit Tigers. With the deadline approaching to

recall minor leaguers, Mack had to decide whether or not he felt any of his rookie upstarts had

the potential of aiding his team down the stretch. Since Jackson was a known commodity,

Mack concluded that Joe, along with center fielder Amos Struck (who had been farmed out to

Milwaukee), would be valuable additions. After the August 31, 1909, game at Macon, a contest

the Indians won 9–3, Jackson returned to Savannah to pack his gear.57 This time he was

making the trek to Philadelphia willingly.On his way out of town, The Savannah Morning News

proclaimed: “Jackson is one of the greatest natural ball players who ever performed in this

section, and did greater work than even the mighty Tyrus Cobb.”58 It was an incredible

compliment.Four years earlier, Cobb batted .326 for the Augusta Tourists in the Sally League.

Now here was Jackson, having hit .358 in 118 games and headed straight for the majors with

greater confidence, maturity, and refined ability. Was he the second coming of Cobb? Nobody

knew, but Mack certainly wanted the opportunity to find out for himself. Jackson arrived in

Philadelphia on the evening of September 6, and was starting in center field against the New

York Highlanders the following afternoon. It was an abrupt adjustment—akin to being thrown to

the lions—but Joe did his best, garnering a single in an 8–6 loss. However, on one play, he was

caught flatfooted on a long drive by New York first baseman Hal Chase and the latter raced

around the bases for an inside-the-park home run. A writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer

believed Chase might’ve been held to a double if Jackson “moved over the green at a faster

clip.”59Over the season’s final weeks, Joe wasn’t called upon by Mack to contribute anything

on the field, and was apparently going through a phase in which it was more important to

watch and observe than to play an active role. In following the games, he was undoubtedly

influenced by the professionalism of his teammates, particularly twenty-two-year-old second



baseman Eddie Collins. While Mack himself was a true baseball genius, Joe likely felt

disappointed by his benchwarmer status. After all, he was a competitor at heart. For fans of the

Philadelphia Athletics, they watched the pennant slip from the fingers of their favorite team,

and a pair of losses to the Chicago White Sox on September 30, 1909, gave Detroit absolute

claim to the league championship.Jackson played in both games, but his confidence was

clearly weakened by the long hiatus on the bench. In the seventh inning of the first game, he

erred trying to catch Billy Purtell’s fly, allowing two runners to score. Another runner reached

home the next inning on a ball that should have been caught by either Jackson or center fielder

Rube Oldring. For Joe, it was an all-around dismal display. The Sox went on to win, 8–3. In the

second game, Joe managed to get on base when catcher Yip Owens couldn’t handle a dribbler

in front of the plate. He’d eventually score, but Chicago closed out the game with a 6–4 victory.

Jackson also played in the final two games of the season, a doubleheader against Washington

on October 2 and, between them, went 1-for-9. Philadelphia finished the season in second

place with a 95–58 record, while the Detroit Tigers went to the World Series to face the

Pittsburgh Pirates, though they lost in seven games.The season ended on a sour note, and

Jackson was underwhelming in his limited appearances.60 In Joe’s mind, his tenure in

Philadelphia was over for good, and rumors circulated that he’d be with Atlanta of the Southern

Association in 1910.61 Atlanta suited him fine. But before he was officially sent elsewhere,

Jackson was ordered to report for Philadelphia’s spring training in early March, to which he

responded dutifully.62 Within a day, the decision was made to send Joe to New Orleans

instead, and Jackson was anything but happy. Mack, nevertheless, spoke highly about the

young athlete, telling a reporter: “Jackson should be one of the greatest ball players the game

has ever known. If he will just hustle a little and take the major leagues more seriously he will

go as high in the profession as any young man I know of.”63In addition to Jackson’s wandering

mind and moodiness, he was banged up a bit during the spring of 1910, allegedly stemming

from being hit by a pitch. There were claims of kidney problems and broken ribs, which might

have contributed to his swift transfer to New Orleans. Surprisingly, though, Mack relinquished

all rights to Jackson in the process. He essentially gave the outfielder to manager Charlie

Frank for free, despite Frank’s offer of $1,500.64 Mack didn’t want the money from his friend

because he knew Frank was getting a physically injured athlete with plenty of baggage. A few

days later, Jackson turned up in New Orleans to have his ribs examined and, on March 9,

participated in a light morning practice.65 His health and conditioning improved quite rapidly,

and the fact that he had friends in the league was helpful to his mental state. In fact, his

Savannah teammate and pal, Frank Manush, was also signed by New Orleans for the 1910

campaign.Popular from the start, Jackson was back performing his on-field stunts in no time.

His mere presence was enough to boost local enthusiasm, and along with the other personnel

changes Frank made, the New Orleans Pelicans were seen as the team to beat in the

Southern Association. Their high level of play was demonstrated in several exhibitions against

the Cleveland Naps of the American League later in March, and Jackson’s power hitting was a

real eye-opener for those in attendance. The Pelicans took several wins from their major

league counterparts, and Joe’s work was usually responsible. His hitting success was so

common that it became expected, and sportswriters casually remarked that he achieved his

“daily” triple in their postgame columns. “Jackson has hit nearly every pitcher who has faced

New Orleans this spring,” a writer for the New Orleans Item remarked. “That he will prove the

batting sensation of the Southern League is a foregone conclusion.”66The predictions were

accurate. He hit .339 during spring training exhibitions and planned to at least equal that figure

during the regular season. But he was still prone to mistakes in the field, including misjudging



flies and failing to anticipate bad hops. Manager Charlie Frank was patient with him. He

realized that Joe’s obvious contributions far outweighed his occasional blunders and was

willing to overlook his eccentricities as well, as Jackson definitely had his quirks. One of them

was his opposition to having his photograph taken. It was an inane superstition that he firmly

believed and, for that reason, he tried to evade them as much as possible.67 From an outside

perspective, it might have seemed like Jackson was presenting unnecessary difficulties, but it

was just Joe being Joe.As the Southern Association season progressed, Jackson’s average

pushed up over .370, and a writer for the New Orleans Item called him the “Ty Cobb of the

Minors.”68 Many people felt his return to the majors was inevitable but, on the other hand,

there were skeptics who didn’t know if Jackson had the stomach for the big leagues. Stories of

his multiple disappearances from Philadelphia were well known, and any teams considering

him were gambling to a certain extent. He was physically able—perhaps well beyond the

normal capabilities of a major leaguer—but his stubborn mind, uneducated and

unsophisticated, created a gigantic question mark that couldn’t be avoided. Connie Mack was

witness to these problems and released Jackson, freeing himself of the worry. But Joe Jackson

was going to get another chance, and the fans of Major League Baseball were soon going to

see for themselves whether the stories of his extraordinary slugging were true or just a lot of

hot air.BOUND FOR THE BIG SHOWThe American League was celebrating its tenth year as

the junior organization of the major leagues in 1910, and several teams planned to punctuate

the decennial with yet another enrapturing pennant fight. By June, both the Detroit Tigers and

New York Highlanders were nipping at the heels of the first-place Philadelphia Athletics, and

the Boston Red Sox weren’t far behind. At just under the .500 mark, in fifth place, sat the

Cleveland Naps, a club seemingly ill-equipped for the continuous pressure of high-level

competition. The latter’s poor showing shocked rooters, who felt the team should’ve been faring

much better under the leadership of Napoleon Lajoie, Bill Bradley, Elmer Flick, and other well-

known stars. But injuries and poor offensive work silenced any serious contention fairly early

on in Cleveland’s 1910 campaign.Team executives were anything but heartened by the

overwhelming weaknesses shown by their club, and were looking for an immediate

improvement. That left manager Jim “Deacon” McGuire, a veteran of more than twenty years of

big-league ball, in the difficult position of extracting life from a mostly lackluster outfit. He

initiated personnel changes, altered the lineup, and benched players searching for the elusive

cohesion Cleveland needed to win. The outfield was routinely in crisis, and despite the

availability of a half-dozen athletes, McGuire couldn’t nail down a winning combination.1 The

team was also considerably weakened by the overall diminishment of forty-three-year-old

legend Cy Young and the arm problems of Addie Joss, which limited him to just 13

appearances.These problems, of course, resulted in dwindling attendance and indifference

among the baseball-going public. Such a decline might have been endurable (based on the

circumstances)2, to some extent, but the Naps had only months before ushering in a new

concrete and steel stadium at a cost of $300,000.3 With seating capacity for 21,000,

management needed a winner on the field to begin recouping their investment. However,

principal owners Charles W. Somers and John F. Kilfoyle were looking at a significant monetary

loss. For Somers, it was a dreadful reversal for the once acknowledged “financial angel” of the

American League. Needless to say, none of his colleagues had forgotten how he stepped up to

personally finance four ballclubs in 1900–01 to the tune of $750,000, more than $18 million in

2015 dollars.4Without Somers’s willingness to bankroll his fellow magnates and overall

enthusiasm in the expansion of the organization, the league would never have attained solid

ground to eventually prosper. For that reason, American League President Ban Johnson



expressed his solidarity by keeping a watchful eye over the dismal situation in Cleveland, and

conversed with fellow baseball leaders with the intention of offering aid (whether monetary or

personnel). Connie Mack in Philadelphia, one of the recipients of Somers’s generosity several

years before, was certainly keeping tabs on the calamity, while simultaneously examining the

shortcomings of his own team. His obvious weak spot was in left field with old-timer Topsy

Hartsel batting around .225. Heading into the final stretch of the 1910 season, Mack was eager

to strengthen his lineup with a reliable right-handed outfielder, and trade options were on the

table.Positive reports were still streaming in from the Southern League about Joe Jackson, but

Mack had given up on the South Carolinian when he released him outright to Charlie Frank of

the minor league New Orleans Pelicans earlier in the year. Always a good judge of talent, Mack

had serious misgivings about Jackson and wondered if he’d ever live up to his potential away

from Southern ball fields, given his predisposition for homesickness. Also, Jackson was a left-

handed batter, which was not what he needed at the time. Interestingly enough, Frank was

willing to return Jackson to Mack, despite their previous transaction. He treasured his

friendship with the Athletics leader and was unwavering in what was, essentially, an unwritten

agreement to give Mack first option on Jackson if he played well during the 1910 campaign. He

even rejected a record $10,000 offer for Jackson by Chicago Cubs owner Charles Murphy to

remain loyal to Mack.5Mack undoubtedly appreciated the sentiment shared by Frank, but

instead of recalling Jackson from Philadelphia, he figured out another way to benefit from a

potential arrangement. Turning his attention toward Cleveland, he decided to initiate a trade to

reacquire Bristol “Bris” Lord, a member of his Athletics squad from 1905–07. Lord, the kind of

right-handed hitting outfielder Mack wanted, had been positioned in a backup-type role in

Cleveland, and the Naps had no problem letting him go. Initially, an announcement came on

July 23, 1910, that Lord had been sent to the Athletics for second-string third-baseman Morrie

Rath in a most unimpressive swap.6 But the rest of the deal included Mack releasing his hold

on Jackson—which was much more important—and his gesture was acknowledged as a

payback of sorts to Somers for his kindness years earlier.Cleveland immediately began

discussing terms with New Orleans and, soon thereafter, on July 30, for a reported amount

somewhere in the range of $6,000 cash, succeeded in purchasing Jackson.7 The acquisition

was big news, as the Naps had obtained a player they’d wanted for months. In fact, club

officials first laid eyes on Jackson during spring training and were riveted by his hitting and

speed. Scout Billy Gilks, who managed Jackson in Savannah the year before, and was a

personal friend of Naps leader Jim McGuire, also boasted about his natural hitting style.

According to Gilks, Jackson was a must for Cleveland and, finally, after a lot of shrewd

wheeling and dealing, he was a bona fide member of the team. There was one remaining hang-

up, though. Because New Orleans was in the thick of a pennant race for the Southern League

title, Frank refused to let Jackson depart before the season closed in September. Cleveland

agreed to the stipulation, and Jackson remained in the South a little while longer.8Holding on

to first place in early August, New Orleans was outpacing its toughest challengers (Atlanta,

Birmingham, and Chattanooga), and Jackson was a key element to the team’s success. He

continued to lead the league in batting with a .379 average, and his 125 hits in 94 games were

far and away the best in the organization.9 Rarely did he finish a game without getting on base

through the power of his own bat, but pitchers would frequently walk him as a matter of

strategy. They figured it was safer to put him on first than have him continuously score the

runners ahead of him with long drives to the outfield. New Orleans Item sports editor Will R.

Hamilton commented that pitchers had “quit feeding him strikes,” and noticed how Jackson was

extending his arms to swing at balls wide of the plate with some success. It was a bit



unorthodox, but was the only way Jackson had a chance for a hit in those situations.10New

Orleans was not unconquerable, and Birmingham shut the club out in three straight games

through August 10, finding a way to limit Jackson’s bat.11 The downslide didn’t last long,

however, and the Pelicans went to work pummeling Montgomery on the road the following day.

Although Jackson was the center attraction, he wasn’t superhuman. He had his off days, just

like anyone else, and there were plenty of instances where he just couldn’t connect at the

plate. Additionally, from time to time, overt mental lapses in the field displayed his inexperience.

Against Birmingham, the twenty-three-year-old was apparently daydreaming while standing at

first and neglected to catch sight of a ball hit by teammate Bill Lindsay to right field. Hearing the

vociferous yelling from his bench, he broke for second base, unaware that they were screaming

for him to return to first since the ball had been caught. He was easily doubled up.12Such an

occasion couldn’t elicit anything but embarrassment for Jackson, and he learned the

importance of staying on his toes, particularly when on the basepaths. Even so, management

could deal with many of his limitations when balanced against his consistent offensive

production. In winning both games of a doubleheader against Mobile on August 20, 1910,

Jackson went 2-for-6 and rushed across the plate for the lone run of the second contest, a

seven-inning no-hitter by Pat Paige.13 Six days later, he went 3-for-4 against Nashville, and

added another safe drive the next day with Senator Murphy J. Foster and Congressman Robert

F. Broussard of Louisiana looking on. Noted sportswriter Grantland Rice, based on Jackson’s

clear dominance of the league, named the outfielder to his All-Southern team.14Besides his

keen eye and strong bat, Jackson was also known for playing hard and often demonstrating his

grit. During the thirteenth inning of a game against the Atlanta Crackers on August 30,

Jackson, who had been hitless on the day, bunted on pitcher Tom Fisher and the latter quickly

nabbed the ball. Fisher made a move toward third, hoping to catch a runner off base, but the

fielder, obviously not expecting Jackson to bunt, was out of position. Fisher instead spun

around, chucking the ball toward first in a hurry. The ball was off its mark and collided with the

back of Jackson’s head, sending him hard to the dirt, and allowing the man at third to score. At

first glance, it appeared that Jackson was seriously injured and officials sought to remove him

from the game. His grogginess was only temporary, and he regained his composure enough to

wave off a pinch runner. Jackson proceeded to steal second, and then scored the winning run

on a base hit by Bill Lindsay. These efforts, combined with a spectacular catch earlier in the

afternoon, once again had all of the New Orleans sports community talking about Joe

Jackson.15Advised to sit out the next game to ensure a fully recovery, Jackson didn’t adjourn

to the grandstand, but tried his hand at coaching the base-runners. He turned in a career day

on September 3 against the Chattanooga Lookouts, smashing a double, two triples, and

scoring three times. He drove in two others in a 6–2 victory, and a nearly impossible running

catch rounded out his stellar performance.16 Jackson, as the final games of the season were

played, was comparatively subdued, but his individual results had no effect on the pennant

race. On September 11, 1910, the New Orleans Item announced that the Pelicans were the

winners of the Southern League championship.17 That afternoon, Jackson went 0-for-3 in his

last game with the club, but New Orleans came around to defeat Atlanta, 1–0. Enthusiastic

supporters marked the occasion by giving their heroes solid gold watch fobs as a gift honoring

their achievement.18Back in Cleveland, things remained sour for the Naps ballclub despite a

number of changes. Management placed a heightened emphasis on obtaining younger and

faster players, and began cutting loose some of the team’s older veterans.19 Longtime stars

Elmer Flick and Bill Bradley were dismissed from the team, and it seemed that none of the

other aged athletes were safe, with an exception of Nap Lajoie (35) and Cy Young (43). The



changes were classified as a reorganization of the entire franchise, with big money being

poured into recruits without any semblance of hesitation. The outward expenses for up-and-

comers were stunning in light of the major financial losses, estimated to be upwards of

$50,000.20 Naps President Charles W. Somers, who’d bought out partner John F. Kilfoyl in July

1910, was more motivated than ever to have a first-class aggregation representing

Cleveland.21A commentator in The Sporting News backed up that claim, insisting that if

Somers had $5 million in the bank, he’d be willing to spend four of it to capture an American

League pennant.22 The forty-one-year-old Somers was that serious, and being a third-

generation coal magnate with extensive holdings, he had the resources to make a legitimate

impact. His spirited views of baseball elicited confidence in his administration, and with Jim

McGuire sharing the same passion as the manager, big things were expected. The arrival of

Joe Jackson was considered a momentous step in the right direction, but bearing in mind the

previous failures of Connie Mack to indoctrinate him into the majors, there was plenty to be

concerned about. That left the number one question from both the team, media, and fans:

Could Jackson adapt to life on the American League circuit without an all-encompassing and

uncontrollable urge to return to Dixie?“It is said that Jackson prefers to play in the south and be

a big fish in a little pond,” one New Orleans writer explained.23 Minor leaguer Leo Huber of

New Orleans, a friend of Jackson, also seemed to think Joe was more interested in remaining

with the Pelicans than breaking into the big leagues.24 Neither belief was very positive for the

outlook of Jackson as a member of the Naps, especially if he was going into the journey with

preconceived notions of what life would be like in the North. An errant episode could end up

similar to his experience in Philadelphia, and find him back in South Carolina before anyone

ever realized. In that respect, his time in Cleveland would be completely harmful and diminish

the positivity management was striving for.The opportunity for Major League Baseball was

presenting itself once again to Jackson, and it was up to him to seize the moment without

reservations. The fears and angst he bowed to previously had needed to be something of the

past if he expected to earn the grandiose paychecks offered in the big show. By 1910, Jackson

was indeed older and wiser. His behavior on and off the field was shaped by a calm coolness

that derived from within. Confidence was certainly a factor, and being able to rely on his natural

baseball instincts was comforting. After his marriage to Katie, he was inspired to strengthen his

intellect and, although he was never going to be an academic, any small gains in the areas of

reading and writing were important.25 Later in the year, a reporter stated that Jackson was

“now able to pen his name,” plus “read the papers, and even bits of Shakespeare, Milton, and

Browning, and understand most everything.”26While such a claim might have been a stretch,

there is no doubt that Jackson was making an effort to progress in areas that didn’t come to

him as naturally as baseball. There is little doubt that he, probably in discussions with his wife,

realized that entering the majors would offer the opportunity to make serious money from

playing baseball. Toughing out the challenges of big city living and proving to the world that he

was of major league caliber was the only way to really improve their lot in life. He was

embracing the risky leap of faith to a certain degree, and the support of his wife was

instrumental, but the involvement of Billy Gilks as an agent for the Naps was ideal. Gilks, a

trusted and influential mentor, was there to bridge the gap between the two entities and ensure

that Jackson safely ventured to his new Cleveland home.Purported to have departed his

Carrollton Avenue home in New Orleans on the evening of September 11, Jackson was

expected in Cleveland two days later. However, an excitable journalist, apparently tipped off

that Jackson wasn’t on the Pullman as believed, jumped the gun and released a report

insisting that the ballplayer “quit” the trip northward and was headed back to the Carolinas.27 It



wasn’t true. The Jacksons, accompanied by Gilks, were running a little late and a missed

connection at Cincinnati also delayed their journey. Their train pulled into Cleveland at 3 p.m.

on the afternoon of September 15, and Joe was slated to make his debut for the Naps at

League Park the following day.28For Jackson, it was critical that he not be overwhelmed by the

weight placed on his shoulders in terms of having to achieve otherworldly results right off the

bat. Cleveland reporters had touted his skills, and fans were optimistically awaiting the arrival

of the next Ty Cobb. That kind of buildup was unfair, but since Jackson had finished his

Southern League season with a leading .354 average, it was hard not to anticipate big things

for him. Personally, he needed to take things in stride; from dealing with the aesthetics of the

major league ball parks, the bustling life in various metropolises, and being surrounded by

massive crowds everywhere he went. Adjusting to the styles and cleverness of major league

pitchers was one of his biggest hurdles and, in time, would determine whether he was truly fit

to be among the best ballplayers in the world.On September 16, Jackson ran out to center field

before the commencement of the first inning, and joined a defensive lineup alongside right

fielder Ted Easterly—who normally played behind the plate—and rookie left fielder Dave

Callahan. In front of him, manning the infield, were rookies Eddie Hohnhorst at first and Roger

Peckinpaugh at short. Terry Turner was situated at the hot corner and Nap Lajoie was acting as

the on-field general at second base. Willie Mitchell was on the mound and Grover Land was

serving in the backstop role. Their opponents were the Washington Senators, and Jackson,

batting third, matched up against right-hander Dixie Walker in the first inning. Anxious to the

core, he swung at the first pitch and crushed a liner to right fielder Bill Cunningham for an out.

Unfortunately, Cunningham tossed the ball to second to double up Callahan.29Jackson walked

in the third inning, but managed a single in the eighth with a blast over second base and later

scored. Henry P. Edwards of the Cleveland Plain Dealer commended Jackson’s work in the

outfield, describing a picturesque catch he made in the seventh off Bob Unglaub. Edwards

called it a “most spectacular shoestring catch,” stopping what might have been an inside-the-

park home run, and the audience appreciated his fine effort.30 Interestingly, Dave Callahan,

Cleveland’s new left fielder, was talked up as the team’s budding star. In fact, Washington

manager Jimmy McAleer believed Callahan, and not Jackson, was the “best outfielder

Cleveland had got hold of in ten years,” according to the Plain Dealer.31 Despite the positive

press, Callahan failed to live up to expectations, as he only played in 19 total games of major

league ball over two seasons.After sweeping Washington, Cleveland welcomed Philadelphia to

town, and Jackson had a chance to face off against Connie Mack and his ex-teammates on

September 19. During the contest, Jackson displayed his speed by stretching a double into a

triple, pulling a move only Ty Cobb would’ve attempted and, in addition to scoring a run, logged

five putouts in the outfield. The Naps took the victory, their fourth straight, by a score of 5–4.

Topsy Hartsel of the Athletics, following the game, told a reporter, “Jackson does not look like

the same player he did with us. He has improved a thousand per cent.” Another observer, San

Antonio manager George Leidy, who witnessed some of Jackson’s miraculous feats in the

minors, said, “Joe has not struck his gait, yet. Just wait until he gets over his nervousness and

begins to hit them out.”32A couple days later, the South Carolinian looked like the All-Star

Leidy remembered, going 4-for-4 against the New York Highlanders, and Henry P. Edwards

wrote, “Joe Jackson has all the natural qualifications of a big leaguer.”33 That declaration,

made less than two weeks into Jackson’s time in Cleveland, was a significant boost to Jackson,

and represented the wider appreciation for his game play. He was hitting, running, and fielding

in a superb manner, and the insider tricks he didn’t yet know would soon be taught to him. Of

their recruits, there was no more doubting that Jackson was Cleveland’s foremost up-and-



comer. At Chicago on October 1, he again went 4-for-4, and owner Charles Somers, who

attended the game, was mighty proud to see his Southern import live up to his

promise.34Jackson got his first look at Ty Cobb in American League competition when the

Naps traveled to Detroit for a doubleheader on October 5, 1910. In the initial contest, Joe

achieved two hits, the first a bounding missile into center field in the fifth, which Cobb

misjudged, and two runs scored on his error. Jackson also singled in the five-run tenth, helping

Cleveland to an 8–3 victory. Detroit rebounded to take the second game, 4–2.35 With the team

guaranteed to finish in fifth place, Cleveland fans held on to hope that Nap Lajoie would top

Cobb for the batting title, and the season-ending doubleheader at St. Louis on October 9 was

crucial to the final numbers. Lajoie had an uphill fight on his hands, but by forcing a number of

bunts toward a deep-playing third baseman, he managed to go 8-for-8 on the day. The league

statistician figured Cobb still held an advantage, .385 to .384, and Ty won both the 1910 crown

and a Chalmers automobile.36St. Louis pitchers didn’t exactly face a pushover with Jackson at

the plate during the doubleheader finale. He went 4-for-8 and finished the season with a .387

average. Even though the Cleveland Plain Dealer acknowledged him as the “nominal” batting

champion, his 20 games were far below the league minimum to qualify for the running.37

Jackson did admirable work in his limited time, attaining 29 hits, 15 runs, 11 RBIs, five triples,

two doubles, and one home run. He continued to bat solidly against Cincinnati in the

postseason Ohio State championship series, an interleague competition between the Naps

and Reds, but had his moments of shame as well. In the sixth inning of the opening contest at

Cincinnati on October 11, he miscalculated a sturdy-hit ball by Dode Paskert and watched it go

over his head. He tried to readjust, but it was already too late as the ball rolled back to the

bleachers. By the time Jackson got to the ball and made a throw, Paskert was dashing in for a

home run.38 Cleveland fought to a seventh game, dropping the finale on October 18, 8–

5.39Nevertheless, Jackson batted .357 with 10 hits and six runs. Pocketing a little extra money,

each of the Naps players broke for their homesteads and, almost immediately, the rumor mill

spun a web of stories, exaggerations, and light-hearted tales to keep the baseball fan busy

during the winter. Jackson, surprisingly, was targeted in some of the bitter commentary, and it

appeared that many of those who were willing to speak negatively about him on the record had

some kind of agenda.One of the underlying theories by pundits since Jackson had joined

Cleveland was that he possessed a prevailing flaw that Connie Mack recognized, which was

the reason why the latter let him go. It was assumed that because Mack was such a

tremendous judge of talent, he passed on the South Carolinian for this obscured imperfection,

which he believed would eventually derail his chances in the big leagues.40 The Wilkes-Barre

Times-Leader responded to the speculation by stating, “The only thing that Jackson seems to

be lacking in is thought, and he will not need much of this if he can continue to line the ball out

as he did last fall.”41 Other critics went out of their way to invalidate his successful batting

average by claiming that pitchers weren’t trying their hardest against him given that Cleveland

was already eliminated from the pennant race—as were their opponents.A considerable

amount of the pessimism originated in Detroit, apparently from loyalists of Ty Cobb.42 Tigers

pitcher George Mullin was wholly unimpressed by Jackson, despite the fact that Joe and the

Naps went 2–4 against him in their only meeting. He bluntly predicted that the slugger wouldn’t

hit north of .250 in 1911.43 A Detroit writer went a step further, calling him a “flash in the pan,”

and felt Jackson wouldn’t even be in the majors by the end of the year.44 These prophecies

weren’t based on legitimate scouting reports or insider “dope,” and the original intentions of the

various psychics—other than trying to get inside the head of Jackson and disrupt his positive

momentum—was unclear. Pitchers had tried to figure out his weaknesses, presuming balls on



the inside of the plate would possibly silence his bat.But umpire Billy Evans, in a syndicated

column, described a structured attempt by the St. Louis Browns to solve Jackson at the plate

late in the season. He explained that multiple attempts were made, with varied attacks, but

each proved to be failures.45 Charlie Smith, a pitcher for the Boston Red Sox, came to the

same conclusion. He had scouted Jackson in advance of a pitching engagement in Cleveland,

watching him intently, and informed a friend, “That fellow would be fooled on a slow ball.” He

later told a reporter: “I thought I had Jackson’s measure, and was tickled when Patsy Donovan

had me work against the Naps a couple of days later. I gave Jackson two fast wide ones to

make him anxious, and then put up a floater. Jackson swung with all his might, and, say I never

saw a ball hit so hard in my life. It went over the field on a line. I ducked just in time to save my

head being knocked off.”46Cleveland catcher Grover Land offered more support for Jackson.

“They say this New Orleans recruit might take a tumble next season when the pitchers get next

to his weakness. Well, take it from me; they’ve got another guess coming. He hasn’t any

weakness. Usually a free swinger like Jackson is bothered by a low curve around the knees.

Well, last fall when Jackson had made a name for himself with his batting in the American

League, Jim McGuire told Cy Young to give him everything he had. This was during batting

practice. Cy started with a fast one on the inside and Joe put it to the fence. Then he curved

one at his knees, and that boy laid on it and winged it over the center fielder’s head. Now, Cy

has a lot of stuff and he used every bit of it, but he never fooled Jackson. He’s certain to be the

best batter in the world; maybe not next year, for he’s still a little green, but mighty soon

after.”47Being a rookie, Jackson was obviously prey for the more irritating vocal veterans; guys

who enjoyed tormenting and unnerving newcomers. In truth, one of the enduring beliefs about

Joe was that he was easily susceptible to teasing and could be thrown off his game by any sort

of razzing.48 His lack of sophistication furthered the notion that he was an easy target for

poking and prodding. However, the real effectiveness of any psychological methods was still up

in the air.In terms of genuine physical and playing limitations, the youthful Jackson was thought

to have a few. His work in the outfield was largely applauded, but he was prone to mental

mistakes and his accuracy was less than desired. Teammate Cy Young had a more brutal

opinion of Joe’s “outer garden” efforts, saying in 1952: “Jackson was one of the weakest

fielders I ever saw in all my years in baseball. He couldn’t field a lick. I tried to coach him but he

couldn’t or wouldn’t learn. He had a strong throwing arm but lacked accuracy and too often

threw to the wrong base.”49 Another area in need of improvement was Jackson’s ability to read

a situation and follow through with the correct play. It wasn’t all slugging for individual numbers,

but oftentimes a smallish contribution to advance runners or just to get on base. He also

needed to tone back attempts to grab extra bases in risky situations, meaning he was to avoid

trying to duplicate the impossible feats made by Ty Cobb.While many were expecting Jackson’s

next season to be a flop, there was a sizable quantity of complimentary press surrounding him

as well. Clark Griffith, manager of the Cincinnati Reds, told a reporter that Jackson was “going

to be the best in the business,” and that he shined “in every department of the game. I wish I

had him.”50 Chicago Cubs owner Charles Murphy once again made a play for Jackson,

offering Cleveland upwards of $15,000 at the end of the 1910 season. Charles Somers replied

to the proposal, saying: “We are trying to build up a ballclub, not tear it down. Fifteen thousand

dollars would look very sweet, but where could we play the money?”51 The Sporting News

featured a prominent photo of Jackson on the front page of its issue on December 28, 1910,

and a news service declared that he had a lifetime professional batting average of better

than .380 since his professional debut in 1908.52Optimism was renewed in Cleveland and,

naturally, local sportswriters proclaimed that the Naps had gotten the better of the Jackson-



Harry Lord deal.53 While Lord was a key instrument in Connie Mack’s World Series–winning

franchise, Jackson was an unparalleled prospect and was an invaluable asset. The naysayers

were chomping at the bit to slay into the young man, but discerning magnates knew he was cut

from an entirely different cloth than the everyday recruit. During the recent Series, Charles

Murphy of the Cubs asked Philadelphia Athletics co-owner Benjamin Shibe, “How did you ever

let Jackson get away from you?” Shibe replied, “Well, Charley, I guess [Cleveland Vice

President Ernest] Barnard must have hypnotized Connie.”54Undaunted by the printed

comments, good or bad, Jackson considered returning to Cleveland over the winter to invest in

a pool hall, but the down-home luxuries of Greenville, South Carolina, kept him close to his

family.55 Nearing the end of February 1911, he ventured to New Orleans to enjoy Mardi Gras.

An inquisitive journalist caught up with him, and Jackson mentioned his goal of being in the

upper stratosphere of league batters, competing alongside Ty Cobb and teammate Nap Lajoie.

It was a bold statement, but otherwise, he was quite unassuming. “I hit ’em and start running,”

he explained. “If they get me, I have no kick coming, for I’m doing the best I can.”56 Many

subsequent reports indicated a more confident tenor to Jackson’s expectations, including

alleged boastfulness about winning the title over his more experienced rivals.57 “I wish him all

the luck in the world,” Cobb said in response to the hubbub. “I hope he hits .400 for that matter,

for if he does I am going to try and top him [by] a point or two.”58Mingling with old colleagues

and friends, Jackson decided to give fans a treat by rejoining the New Orleans Pelicans on

March 5, 1911, in an exhibition against the Chicago Cubs. He went 3-for-4 with a run and four

putouts in a rousing 5–2 victory.59 The next day, he made the trip northwest to Alexandria,

Louisiana, and met his Cleveland teammates to begin spring training. Although he was said to

be in “perfect condition,” Jackson was in for a bumpy month, both physically and mentally.60 It

started with an errant pitch by Harry Fanwell to his ankle, causing a painful bruise, and was

followed by a minor leg injury a few days later. To top it off, he accidentally smashed into the

outfield fence, cutting his finger.61 Unfortunately for him, this wasn’t the end of his poor luck.

Not only was he hit in the back of the neck by another stray pitch, but caught a cold and was

briefly bedridden.Finally, to make matters even worse, he received news from Louisville that

the stockpile of “Joe Jackson model” baseball bats at the J. F. Hillerich & Son plant had been

destroyed, along with many others, in a devastating fire the previous December. The company

revealed the sorrowful information after receiving Jackson’s bat order for the season, and the

latter needed to send one of his existing pieces of timber so that duplicates could be made to

specification. Around that same time, keeping with the gloomy nature of things that spring, he

managed to break his choice bat during batting practice, and that was the one he mailed to

Louisville.62Putting things into the proper perspective, the small injuries and forgettable

moments of the spring were nothing compared to the tragic demise of Cleveland pitcher Addie

Joss. Well-liked by everyone who he came in contact with, Joss was rebounding from a 1910

arm injury and his leadership and abilities were paramount to Cleveland’s success. Becoming

ill during a training stop in Chattanooga early in April 1911, he went home to Toledo for medical

attention. Two days into the season, on April 14, his teammates were notified in St. Louis that

the thirty-one-year-old had passed away from tubercular meningitis. Words almost failed to

capture the weight of his death on his friends, and the importance of baseball was shelved to

properly mourn.Cleveland players were adamant about attending Joss’s funeral services in

Toledo on April 17, and officials discussed postponing a scheduled game that afternoon at

Detroit to allow that to occur. Strangely, American League President Ban Johnson at first

blocked an attempt to reschedule the game, but was moved to change his mind when players

threatened to strike in protest.63 Unsympathetic league rules were not going to prevent a full



showing of respect at the funeral, and on April 17, “the Cleveland team, consisting of twenty-

five members,” trekked to Toledo to honor their fallen comrade, according to the New York

Times.64 Conversely, a report in the Cleveland Plain Dealer indicated that only “Eighteen”

Naps players went to the funeral, and Jackson wasn’t one of them.65 Understanding the

importance of Joss and how he related to rookies and veterans alike with a personal style all

his own, there is no clear understanding why Jackson wouldn’t have attended his services, if

that was indeed the case.The trivialities of baseball soon took center stage again, and all eyes

were on Jackson each and every time he stepped up to the plate. He was, after all, beginning

his first full season in the majors. In spite of the various calamities, Joe had a successful spring

and was in good shape. His sharpness was demonstrated during an exhibition series against

New Orleans, and his confidence increased measurably. Ted Breitenstein, a former Pelican

teammate, told a reporter in jest, “We know [Jackson’s] weakness: Throw the ball behind him

and he’ll never get a hit.”66Getting tips and instruction from his older peers, particularly in how

to use his speed more to his advantage, Jackson was evolving into a more balanced athlete.

The care in which manager Jim McGuire handled him was effective, and first baseman George

Stovall was so concerned about his development that he became Joe’s roommate on the

road.67 This kind of mentorship was crucial as Jackson continued to adjust to his new life.Nap

Lajoie was asked if he thought Jackson was the kind of player who’d endure in the big leagues

or if the youngster was just a bunch of hype. “There is not one chance in ten that he will fail to

stick,” Lajoie answered confidently. “Jackson is a natural ball player. He is a natural batter, a

natural fielder and thrower, and such players don’t explode. There is no luck about Jackson’s

success. He has come to the top because he cannot help being a star player. And he is going

to stick.”68 The enthusiastic support from one of baseball’s undeniable superstars was

inspiring, and the relationship between Jackson and Lajoie was without jealousy or acrimony.

After being told of Jackson’s desire to win the batting title, Lajoie said, “More power to you, old

boy. Get on as often as you can and I will try to send you home.”69 With the lumber of Jackson

and Lajoie cracking them out, Cleveland fans were greatly encouraged, and the 1911 season

promised to be one for the ages.“THAT GUY AIN’T HUMAN”In the days leading up to the first

pitched ball of the new season, experts across the baseball spectrum stepped forward with

their official predictions, denoting the supposed winners and losers in the upcoming pennant

race. Their comments were entertaining to say the least, and readers were provided with

quality insight into what could be anticipated from each major league team. New York–based

sportswriter Wilton S. Farnsworth delivered his authoritative “dope” in a syndicated column in

April 1911. He liked the chances of Philadelphia repeating as American League champions,

and estimated that New York, Chicago, Detroit, and Boston were in the fight for a spot among

the top-four clubs. Cleveland too, he figured, had an outside possibility to show well, but it

really hinged on whether Addie Joss regained his pitching arm. The emergence of Joe Jackson

was also going to be a critical factor if the team planned to reach its full potential.1Joss’s

sudden death cast a noticeable shadow over the statements of prognosticators and pundits

while lessening expectations for the Naps as their season opened at St. Louis on April 12,

1911. The Browns exploited the apparent fragility of Cleveland, winning the initial game 12–3,

mostly because of the seven errors the latter committed. Jackson went 1-for-4 on the day,

scoring a run and contributing a folly when he bobbled a ball hit to center field.2 Right from the

jump, Jackson displayed an extraordinary consistency at the plate, and it was rare that he

didn’t rebound after failing to make contact from one at-bat to the next.3 Batting third in the

lineup behind outfielder Jack Graney and third baseman Terry Turner and benefitting from the

protection of having Nap Lajoie behind him, Jackson posed a serious challenge to



pitchers.During Cleveland’s home opener on April 20 before over 14,000 fans, Jackson earned

a standing ovation—not for a safe blast to the outfield—but for his defensive prowess. In the

fourth inning he snagged a difficult liner by Frank LaPorte and then hurled a bullet to catcher

Syd Smith to get Jimmy Austin who was dashing for the plate. The Cleveland Plain Dealer

referred to Austin as one of the fastest players in the league, but noted that Joe’s perfect throw

got him by “two feet or more.” Adding a single and a triple, a stolen base, and a run, made

Jackson the team’s sole highlight in spite of another heartbreaking loss to St. Louis. This time,

the Browns managed to score three runs in the ninth inning and one in the 10th to win the

ballgame, 4–3.4 The next day, Jackson demonstrated his immense power by slamming out a

386-foot home run, the longest at the reconstructed League Park in Cleveland. The awe-

inspiring ball hit into right-center sailed clear out of the structure and across Lexington

Avenue.5Fans marveled at his back-to-back showings and admired his rounded skills. Critics

ate the story up as well, and Jackson was propelled into the headlines. In his early

performances, he struggled a bit against spitballers Jack Lively of Detroit and Ed Walsh of

Chicago, but with an average of better than .360, his successes were already far outweighing

his failures. Again, versus St. Louis on May 7, he achieved an inside-the-park grand slam,

helping the Naps win 6–2 in 12 innings.6On May 10, he displayed his relentless ferocity in the

sixth inning against Boston after slapping a grounder into the mitt of shortstop Steve Yerkes.

The latter tossed it cleanly to first baseman Rip Williams for what should have been an easy

out. Jackson, however, in his haste, knocked into Williams, causing the ball to roll free and

safely attained first. It was arguably a case of interference, but the umpire didn’t call it. The

hard-nosed maneuver was usually reserved for the more experienced veterans, not a player in

his very first full season.7
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Stan The Man, “Shoeless Joe ... Part of the Conspiracy or Just A Victim of Circumstances?.

This was a well researched documentary that thoroughly examined the 1919 Black Sox

scandel with anemphasis on the involvement of Shoeless Joe Jackson. Was Joe Jackson guilty

of conspiracy or just a rubecaught up in an unfortunate situation? The author gives you plenty

of information but not definite conclusions.It is, for you, to draw your own conclusions.If you are

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/dLyap/Fall-from-Grace-The-Truth-and-Tragedy-of-Shoeless-Joe-Jackson


a baseball fan, the book is interesting, but not exciting. The reader can get bogged down in

detail, but the author does give the reader plenty of food for thought.I recommend the book

from a historical perspective. It does not read like a novel, but rather a book about a time in our

baseball history.”

Jim R, “Hall of Fame for Joe Jackson. The research done to complete this book was rather

thorough. The author made a good case of why Shoeless Joe Jackson should be in the Hall of

Fame. However, I know the author concluded this book in agreement with the baseball

commissioner when Jackson was banned from baseball. Yet a jury found all of players not

guilty of any crime! And Jackson hit .375 during the series. I believe it is very unfortunate that

Shoeless Joe Jackson is not in the baseball Hall of Fame. I cannot help but believe the

commissioner acted out of embarrassment and arbitrarily made this decision even after all

“evidence” was presented at the trial, which concluded with not guilty!”

Bill Emblom, “A First Rate Volume on Joe Jackson. This isn't the first biography of Joe Jackson

but I believe it is the one that is most complete. Author Tim Hornbaker includes a great deal of

information regarding Jackson's career with the Cleveland Indians and it isn't until

approximately page 150 that the book deals with the birth of the Black Sox conspiracy.

Hornbaker realizes that much of this scandal is still not known nor probably ever will be. What

was Jackson's role in this fiasco? He was guilty. He took $5,000.00 and wondered where the

other $15,000.00 was that he was promised. He was the leading hitter in the series and may

have played to win but he did admit his guilt and then recanted his confession. Yes, Jackson

was naive and was sucked into the scandal by Arnold "Chick" Gandil who planned to retire at

the end of the year anyway and wanted to supplement his retirement with a nice nest egg from

the gamblers.We are left to wonder what would Jackson's future have been had the Indians not

been strapped for cash and needed to deal Jackson away. It's too bad he was dealt to the Pale

Hose, a team made up of separate cliques. Maybe things would have been changed had there

not been a festering feud between Sox' owner Charles Comiskey and American League

President Ban Johnson.I have two letters I received from J. G. Taylor Spink, publisher of The

Sporting News and one of the official scorers of the 1919 World Series and a personal friend of

Joe Jackson. Spink states, "They were all guilty."Author Hornbaker has written very interesting

books on White Sox owner Charles Comiskey and Ty Cobb and he has added another

worthyaddition to anyone's baseball library with this volume on Joe Jackson. The book

contains sixteen pages of photographs many of which I haven't seen before.”

Clarkey, “Good read. It was the first book I read on Shoeless Joe. I enjoyed learning more

about him.”

David Pitts, “Five Stars. Excellent book”

The book by Tim Hornbaker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 234 people have provided feedback.
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